
Additional comments: 

Seems more like royalmail off setting their workload by dumping items onto peoples 
neighbours 

Question 1:Do you agree that Ofcom should grant approval to Royal Mail for 
the Delivery to Neighbour service? If not please explain your answer. : 

No! Why should i have to adorne my front door/window with a sticker to stop post person 
knocking for me to take delivery of neighbours mail. If people want to shop online and 
expect deliveries at home then they should make own arrangments with neighbours. On no 
account would i want any of my deliveries going to a nosey neighbour, i expect my privacy 
and this includeds neighbours reading labels to see where parcels may have come from. 

Question 2:Are there other consequences following the roll out of the service 
across the UK that we have not included in our assessment? If so, please 
explain.: 

how many neighbours doors will a post person knock on to get an answer to leave items with, 
and supposing a parcel gets left with a neighbour then they denie taking it in, royal mail will 
claim they got a signature from neighbour, but not many trustworthy, sender will say its 
nothing to do with them and the recipient will be left with the hassle and out of pocket if 
packages vanish,  
If its got your name and address on it, thats the ony place it should go too 

Question 3:Do you have any comments on the scope and wording of the 
proposed Notification and approval: 
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